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ABSTRACT 
An analysis to design a particular R-C-C-R spatial 
mechanism Has developed using tensor notations and 
operations. This specific R-C-C-R spatial mechanirun 
i 
can be used to couple tHo shafts intersected at a skel-l 
angle with constant rotating speed ratio. This skew 
angle, or bending angle of the two shafts, may vary from 
30 up to 180 degrees. The governing equations of rela-
tive positions of the mechanism were formulated as a 
function of two variables: the bending angle of the shafts 
and the rotating angle of the input link. To exemplii'y 
the various design conditions, the design parameter ver-
sus the bending angle was tabulated. To ensure dynamic 
stability o~ the system, a symmetrical design was consid-
ered. A modified R-C-C-R mechanism was also suggested 
to couple shafts of varying intersection angles. This 
mechanirun may replace the bevel gear, Hook's joints, or 
other kinematic pairs for the purpose of indirect trans-
mission. 
In order to exemplify the convenience of tensors 
in kinematic analysis, the investigation of the instan-
taneous relationship betHeen input and output links of 
eight feasible mechanisms ( in appendix ) were included. 
Kinematic solutions were also discussed and computerized 
for a R-C-R-C-R spatial mechanigm. 
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In recent years, research on three-dimensional me-
chanisro2 has been quite intensive. It is because its 
extra dimension gives kinematicians more design parrume-
ters than the traditional two-dimensional mechanisms. 
Due to the rapid development of high speed digital com-
puters and various elegant mathematical methods, achieve-
ment of spatial mechanis~ has become considerable. 
In Germany, analysis and synthesis techniques were 
performed by Altman (1)*, Beyer (2), Rain (3), Keler 
1 
(4], and others, based on graphical and analytical geo-
metry of dual quantities. In U S S R, the tensor analy-
sis was used by s. G. Kislitsyn (5J in the theory of spa-
tial mechanism. While in this country, Denavi t and Har-
tenberg (6) adopted the matrix calculus; Chace (7), Beyer 
(2) and Harrisberger (s) used the vector technique; Yang 
and Freudenstein (9) chose matrices with dual-number qua-
ternions and Ho (1 o) developed the tensor method. 
It seems very convenient if a spatial mechanism is 
pursued by tensor methods. In a spatial mechanism, al-
most every quantity involved can be expressed by tensor 
notation; such as scalar quantity is a tensor of zeroth 
order, velocity and acceleration are the tensor of first 
order, moment of inertia is the tensor of second order, 
*Numbers in parenthesis refer to the Bibliography at the 
end of the thesis. 
and other complicated quantities can be represented as 
the tensors o:r higher order. Host spatial mechanism 
problems can be easily solved and have closed-forra solu-
tions using the tensor operations uith various geome-
trical constraints imposed upon the mechanism. In order 
to show the convenience of the tccru1ique, the author 
has also illustrated the way to find the instn.ntaneous 
relationship between input and output links of eight 
feasible mechanisms. They are listed in the Appendix. 
The kinematic properties are solved by dif:t:erentiating 
the instantaneous position relationship equations. The 
torque transmittion is evaluated through energy method 
(11). They are demonstrated in a R-C-R-C-R spatial me-
chanism. 
Graphical and related methods have been important 
because they avoid detail computation and provide a vis-
ual perspective. With the advent o:r the digital compu-
ters, the computational advantage of graphical methods 
becomes less signi:t:icant. And as we all know, it has 
always been di:t:ficult and tedious to apply graphical me-
thods to three-dbnonsional analysis. 
2 
Analysis and synthesis by conventional complex mathe-
matics has been very success:t:ul for two-dimensional pro-
blems. Extension to three-dimensional analysis was sug-
gested by Raven (12) but nevertheless conventional com-
plex mathematics has remained a tloJ"o-dimensional tool. 
Matrices methods have been developed and applied 
3 
by Hn.rtonbcrg, Donavit, and Dicker (13). A computer pro-
gro...rn., baaed on this method, Hill obtain position, motion 
and .force solutions for tho complete motion cycle of three-
dimensional mechanism connected by lm·Tei• pairs in any 
single loop. Tho nothod han been extended to gonei•al spa-
tial mechanisms. Hm-rover, the i tor a tion teclmiquo re-
quired for the position solutions is alHays subjected 
to tho tl"tmcational errors of the computations. And 
interpretation o.f the matrix equations is also difficult. 
Nevertheless, it is a beautifully form.ulated approach 
and it ai'fords the available numerical solution to an 
:i.r:1portunt category o.f mechanisms. 
Dual n'lunbol"'s, quaternions, and vecto:t's have been ap-
plied to this kind of problem. These approaches have 
advantages in the representation of spatial problems, 
but any advantages they may have have not been made clear 
especially .for complicated linkages not possessing 
geometric symmtry. 
The Instantaneous ScreH Axis (ISA) theory adapted 
by Skreinor (14) is a neuly developed method uhich has 
a good approach to the problem. Houever, the positions 
oi' the links relative to the eround linl: are not easily 
determined through this method. It, the!•efore, is dis-
carded in favor of the more direct tensor methods intro-
duced here. 
'l'he goal of machine design is to .find a simple but 
effective mechanism for transmitting a desired mo-
tion. Spatial mechanisms have long been avoided by 
designers because of their complexities. The con-
struction of a spatial mechanism is amazingly versatile. 
Sometimes, an ingenious arrangement will be able to 
simplify a complex mechanism and accomplish the de-
sirable motion. 
In this paper, the author has adapted a very 
simply R-0-0-R spatial four-bar mechanism with two 
revolute pairs and two cylindrical pairs. This spe-
cific mechanism can be used to couple two intersected 
shafts, with one-to-one speed ratio. Practically, the 
angle ot intersection or bending angle may range from 
30 to 180 degrees. 
Actually, the R-0-0-R spatial four-bar mechanism 
may be visualized as a combination of two similar 
R-0-R-O-R* spatial five-bar mechanisms without the 
portions ot "R-0-R" connected them oppositely. And 
it can also be modified to be another R-0-R-O-R* spa-
-
tial mechanism. This modified mechanism thus may 
couple two shafts that intersect with variable bend-
ing angles. 
*R-0-R-0-R spatial mechanism is a modified R-0-0-R 
spatial:m6chanism symmetrical to the middle pivot joint. 
The underlines denote symmetry, while R-0-R-0-R spatial 
mechanism is a completely different mechanism even 
though the same name is used. 
It is hoped that this paper will demonstrate the 
convenience of adapting the tensor technique in spatial 
mechanisms and serve as a basis for discussion and further 
generation of ideas. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
DEFINITIONS AND BACKGROUND 11ATERIAL 
6 
Before advancing to the rigorous analysis of spatial 
mechanisms, it would be well to review a few important 
definitions and concepts to form a general basis on which 
to proceed. 
A. KINEMATIC CONCEPT 
1. Mechanism 
A mechanism is a device to transform one motion 
into another. If the transmission also includes sub-
stantial forces, the device is a machine. If forces 
are associated with the conversion of the energy of 
fluids ( as steam, water or gas ) to shaft power, then 
the aggregate may be called an engine. In any event, 
it is recognized that the elements or parts of the 
device must be resistant to deformation i.e., they must 
be approximately rigid bodies. Thus we may then say 
that a mechanism is an assemblage of rigid or resistant 
bodies connected in some way for the purpose of trans-
ferring certain desired motion. 
Two general groups of mechanism exist, since the 
motion may go from uniform to either unifor.m or non-
uniform, hence they may be divided as uniform motion 
converters and nonuniform motion converters. Circular 
gears, chains, belts, and the like, comprise most of 
1 
the for:mer. The later are made with noncircular gears_ 
crums, ratchets and some liru{ages, both planar and spa-
tial. An axial cam rotary engine is an example of this. 
2. Motion 
Ordinarily, there are two kinds of motion, one 
is translation and the other is rotation. Both of 
them include at least three distinctly different yet 
related characteristies, i.e., displacement, velocity, 
and acceleration, requiring a certain amount or time 
for their completion. 
tihenever a motion is described, the reference 
frame with t-rhich the motion is related must be defined 
first. In mechanisms, it is the very fact that motion 
exists implies reference frames of some sort on the 
moving p~ts or a certain specified fixed coordinate. 
If the reference frame of one machine part moves with 
respect to the reference fr~e of another, we speak 
of relative motion. When the reference fr~e of one 
part is fixed with respect to the ground and the motions 
of the other parts are referred to it, then these par-
ticular relative motions may be termed absolute motions. 
Absolute motion is thus a special case of relative 
motion, in which the reference frame is fixed. 
3. Link 
In kinematics, the members of which a mechaniam 
is made are called links. In order to have definite 
motion, all concepts of deformation due to load and 
all stress-strain relationships are neglected. The 
only purpose of the links is to hold a speci£ic 
relationship between the several pairs or joints. 
The particular physical configuration, the shape, the 
size, the weight, the material, are all only inci-
dental in the study ot how a mechanism will move. 
A link is then a rigid body containing the elements 
ot at least two pairs. 
4. Kinemati~ pair 
A mechanism has been defined as a number of 
rigid bodies so connected that each moves with re-
spect to another. These connections or joints 
between links are called pairs. The clue to the 
nature of a mechanism lies in how the pairs are 
connected and what kind of relative motion the 
connection allows. In kinematics, a pair is a joint 
between two members permitting a particular kind 
of motion. We should note that the ter.m connection, 
in engineering fields different form kinematics, 
may mean an immovable connection, as a structural 
joint or splice, shrink tit, and the like. 
The pair variables are the variable parameters 
which must be measured to describe the relative motion 
8 
permitted. For instance, the angle of rotation of a 
hinge is its only pair variable. A particular pair may 
have up to five pair variables, depending on the number 
of degrees of freedom involved~ 
9 
Kinematic pairs, although they are often difficult to 
recognize by their physical appearance, may be categorized 
according to their characteristic motions into three main 
groups: lower pairs, higher pairs, and wrapping connectors. 
The lower pairs are recognized by the particular kind 
of relative motion permitted the connected links, that 
is defined by an clearily associated pair variable, 
or by a simple grouping of functionally indirectly-
related pair variables. They are six in number: the 
revolute pair (R), which permits rotational motion 
about an axis and is defined by a single variable angle 
e; the prismatic pair (P), which permits translation 
motion in one direction· and is defined by a single 
displacement variable S; the screw pair (H), which 
permits helical motion and is defined by either the 
rotation angle 9 or translation displacement S, related 
through 9/2~= S/h, where his the lead of the screw 
( advance per revolution ); the cylindrical pair (C), 
which permits a translation motion parallel to an axis 
and also a rotation motion about the same axis inde-
pendently; the spheric pair (S), which permits a globu-
lar rotation about a point; and the planar pair (F), 
which permits planar motion and is defined by two dis-
placement variables and one rotation variable. The 
wrapping connectors ordinarily take the form of a belt 
or chain. Note that the spheric pair may be viewed as 
a 1.zrapping pair for its hollow element is "-vrrapped a-
roundn its full element, but it is not a wrapping con-
nector uhich transmits motion in only one direction. 
The higher pairs, according to the definition by Reu-
leaux, are the pairs with the surface elements so 
shaped that only line or point contacts are possible 
betvmen elements. 
5. Gruebler 1 s Criterion of Mobili~ 
Before a spatial mechani&m is established and mo-
tion analysis started, the first question is wether or 
not . the mechanism will move. Gruebler' s criterion 6 5) 
is a quick and easy test for that. It is derived as 
!'allows: 
10 
Since any rigid body has six degree of freedom in 
space, n lirurs in space, considered independently, have 
a total of 6n degree of freedom. If these links were 
combined to form a mechanism, one link would be taken 
to be a stationary frwme of rei'erence. Thus the total 
number of degrees of freedom, f, with respect to that 
stationary frame would become 
f = 6(n- 1) (01) 
Hhen these links are connected by the various pairs, 
they are imposed by certain restraints on the mova-
bility. The total number of degrees of freedom which 
remains in the mechanism is now 
k 
f = 6(n- 1) - ~ r 1 
i=1 




k is the total number of pairs in the mechanism 
Equation (02) is essentially Gruebler 1 s criterion 
of movability. It shows the number of degrees of free-
dom of a mechanism as a function of the number of links 
and the number of restraints imposed by pairs. 
The values of ri are different for different pairs 
involved. Those for the lower pairs are listed in 
Table I. 
Table I. 
Values of i r For Lower Pairs 
Pair Symbol ri 
Revolute R 5 
Prismatic p 5 
Screw H s 
Cylinder c 4-
Planar F 3 
Spheric s 3 
It should be noted that this criterion has several 
exceptions. In these cases some of the restraints 
become redundant and the degrees of freedom may be more 
than that predicted by equation (02). Some known excep-
tions are the Bennett and the Bricard mechanism, Hook's 
joint, this R-C-C-R spatial mechanism, and all planar 
mechanisms. In the case of the planar mechanisms, 
another form of the criterion should be used, that is 
12 
k i 
f = 3(n- 1)- 2:: (r - 3) (03) 
i=1 
The parameters in equation (03) are the same as defined 
for equation (02). 
Usually a mechani&m is more interesting if it has 
one degree of freedom. A single input will then com-
pletely determine the motion of the entire mechanimm. 
This condition is known as constrained motion. 
In a simple closed-loop chain, composed entirely 
by the binary* links, k is equal to n and for con-
strained motion 
n 
1 = 6 (n - 1 ) - L ri 
i=1 
(04) 
Since any kind of pair is permitted in a closed-
n 
loop chain, 1:: ri is always less than 5n. This yields 
i=1 
the following inequality 
1 ~ 6(n- 1)- 5n ~ n- 6 
*binary link means a link containing the elements of two 
pairs 
that is 
n !f 7 
13 
(05) 
This means the number or liru~s in a simple closed-loop 
chain for a constrained motion can not be more than seven. 
B. MATHEHATICAL PRELD·1INARIES 
Tensor calculus came to prominence with the develop-
ment or general theory or relativity by Einstein in 1916. 
It provides the only suitable mathematical language ror 
general discussion of that theory. But actually the 
tensor calculus is older than that. It was invented 
by the Itatian mathematicians Ricca and Levi-Civita, 
shmdng its applications in geometry and classical mathe-
matical physics in 1900. Thus tensor calculus comes 
near to being a universal language in mathematical phy-
sics. Not only does it enable us to express general 
equations very compactly, but it also guides us in the 
selection or physical variables, by indicating, auto-
matically, invariance with respect to the transformation 
of coordinates. 
1. Tensor Terminology 
Item Derinition 
Range convention: When a surrix { superscript 
or subscript ) occurs unrepeated in a ter.m, 
it is understood to take all the values 1, 
2, •••• , N, where N is the number of dimensions 
of the space. 
Summation convention: When a suffix is repeated 
in a term, summation with respect to that 
suffix is understood, the range of summation 
being 1,2, •••• ,N. 
Transformation matrix: The coefficient or trans-
formation between two coordinate systems are 
represented into a square form matrix in 
this thesis, it is denoted by Amn• 
Orthogonal coordinates: In a coordinate system, 
the parametric lines of the coordinates are 
perpendicular to one another at every point. 
Orthogonal transformation: If the coordinate of a 
point Zn is transformed from one homogeneous 
coordinate system to another homogeneous 
coordinate system by the linear equation 
Z' =A Z + B m -Inn n m 
Since the length is an invariant, 
dZ~~ = ~p~qdZpdZq 
the determinate of Amn satisfies 
Aznp~q = bpq' or 
IAzrmt= *1 
15 
Thus this transformation is said to be ortho-
Tensor 
gonal. 
Each number, Ti, of a set or quantities asso-
ciated with a Cartesian coordinate system, 
Xi' and with a point, P, is said to be a com-
ponent or a tensor of the first rank* if the 
*In general ( i.e., when a Cartesian coordinate system 
quantities transform to any other coor-
' dinate system X. according to the equation J. 
Tj = AjiTi. 
Tensors of higher rank can also be defined. 
That is, a tensor of the nth rank has n in-
indices and transforms through its multipli-
cation by n coefficients: 
' T.j k =A. Ajb •••• ~ Tb J. ••• J.a --kc a ••• o 
~n...- ........... n~ 
where i,j, •••• , and k are called suffixes. 
Cartesian tensor: A tensor which transfor.ms 
16 
according to the same laws when the coordina-
tes undergo an orthogonal transformation, 
i.e., when we pass a quantity fram one set 
of homogeneous coordinates to another. 
Symmetrical tensor: A tensor with two or more 
suffixes { both superscripts or both sub-
' scripts ) that its value of the component 
is unchanged on interchanging any two of 
is not specified ) a tensor of the first rank, also 
called a contravariant vector, is defined by the trans-
formation T'j = (dX 1 j/~Xi)Ti. The transformation 
I • I j 
Tj = (cXJ./~X )Ti defines what is called a covariant 
vector. However, with Cartesian coordinates, (oX 1 j/~Xi) 
= (~X1/oX 1 j) = Aji' so the distinction between contrava-
riant and covariant vectors is eliminated. Throughout 
this paper, the indices of tensor operation are written 
as subscripts only. 
these suffixes. 
Skew-symmetrical tensor: A tensor which leads to a 
change of its sign l-rithout change of its 
absolute value if any t\-ro of the suffixes 
are interchanged. 
Contraction: For a tensor, such as 
Tmrsn' if we contract by writing the same 
letter as a superscript and as a subscript, 
say m = n, the result has the tensor char-
acter indicated by the remaining suffixes 
as Brs• 
Permutational symbol, ctijk: A tensor which is both 
isotropic and completely skew-symmetric; 
the values of its components are obtained 
as follows: 
0 if any two indices have the same 
value. 
1 if the values of the indices ijk 
* represent an even permutation 
of the sequence 1, 2, ). 
-1 if the values of the indices ijk 
17 
.. A permutation of the sequence 1 1 2, ••• , n is even it an 
even number of interchanges of adjacent integers is re-
quired to attain the permutation. Similarly, a per.mu-
tation is odd if an odd number of interchanges is re-
quired. Thus 1 
6123 : ~312 : e231 : 1 I and i;:132 : ~321 : ~213 : - 1 • 
represent an odd permutation of 
the sequence 1, 2, 3. 
2. Some Tensor Operations 
a) The product of any completely symmetrical tensor, 
say Tij' and any completely skew-symmetric tensor, 
say s13 , is 
Tijsij = 0 
b) The relation between bij and ~ijk is given by 
~ikj~pj = ~im~kp - ~ipbkm 
This property will be used to great advantage in 
the application of tensor operations discussed in 




DERIVATION OF COORDIUATE RELATIOUSHIP 
This thesis is devoted to the use of tensor calculus 
in spatial mechanism. The 11 space" of the spatial mecha-
nism is a Euclidean space or three dimensions. In choos-
ing a system of coordinates, as a general rule it is best 
to use rectangular_ Cartesians. The only transformations 
we have to consider are orthogonal transformations. And 
the determinant of the transformation is 1, i.e., 
IAij I = 1 • 
The equations of spatial mechanics are then oriented 
in the sense of Cartesian tensors. Figure 1. represents· 
the general diagrrum of the linkage and relationship of 
the links to the ground coordinate frame. The ground 
link, Cci, has a length of C units and the direction along 
a unit vector, c1 . The components of c1 with respect to 
the ground coordinate frame thus are 
• r~om a• • dm i en e:m- (06) c1 = s~n P cos , c2 = s1n P s n , c3 = cos 
where ~· and 9~ represent the polar and aztmuthal angles, 
respectively. 
Similarly, the first link, Rr1 , is of a magnitude R 
and directed along a unit vector ri which originates at 
the first joint. The components of ri can be expressed 
with respect to either its local coordinate frame or the 
ground coordinate frame. In this thesis, the first 





Figure 1 • The general diagram of the spatial mechanism 
21 
respect to its local coordinate rrame as 
r1 = sin ~ cos a, r2 = sin ~ sin a, r3 = cos 0 (07) 
where ¢ and 6 represent the polar and azimuthal ru1gles 
respectively in the rirst local coordinate rrame. While 
the components or the second and third link vectors, or 
the fourth link vector if any, are expressed in ter.ms of 
the polar coordinates with respect to the ground coordi-
nate as shown. 
The ground coordinate system x1, x2, x3 and the 
I I I 
rirst-joint local coordinate system x1, x2, x3 both take 
their origins at the ground joint. The transformation 
matrix Aij can be written as the direction cosine between 
the axes; that is 
A11 A12 A13 
Aij = A21 A22 ~3 
A31 A32 A33 
' cos (X1 , X1 ) 
cos <~, x1 > 
cos {XJ' X1 ) 
I 
cos {X1, X2 ) 
cos {X~, X2 ) 
cos (X_3, X2 ) 
I 
cos {X1 , X3) 
cos <X2, X3) 
cos (XJ' x3) 
It is convenient that the output link be determined 
with respect to the ground coordinate rrame and the input 
link to its local coordinate rrrume by a set of spherical 
polar coordinates especially when the first joint is revo-
lute. Even though it has one degree of freedom rotating 
about a fixed axis, it is hard to find directly the rela-
22 
tionship between the polar angle and the azimuthal angle 
of that link l·li th respect to a certain ground reference 
frame. '111erei'ore it 1-rill be '\-I ell to define a local re-
i'ei"ence i'I'run.e in such a way that mulces the axis of I'ota-
tion of' the first link ( ci'ank ) be one of' the axes of 
the local coordinate frame. \·1henever one of the axes of 
the local reference coordinate is specified,.the other 
two axes of the i'rrune system is selected as follows: 
I Let x3, usually the axis of rotation OI' the line of 
sliding of' the fii'st link, be the specified axis of the 
local frame system in x1, x2, x3 ground rei'ei'ence sys-
tem "t-ri th given polar and azimuthal angle 0 1 and 9 1 { see 
Figure 1. ), then it can be expressed as 
(XJ)i = Ul ( sin ¢ 1 cos e', sin¢' sin 9 1 , cos ¢ 1 ) (08) 
The othei' two pi'ime reference axes are defined by 
ex.; >i 
~ik3 <x)>k x3 ~ik3 uk 
= = r~ik3 (XJ)k X3 r r~ik3 uk r {09) 
and 
~ijk (X_3) j (X~ )k ~ijk uj ~km3 um 
{X2)i = = 
r eijk (X3) j {X1 )k f l~ijk u j elm13 uml 
<&im ~j3 - &i3 bjm) uj u m 
= J~ ijk uj ~km3 um I 
u3 ui - ~i3 
=-------
lu3 ui - ~i3 r 
(1 0) 
23 
Equations (09) and (10) can be expanded and rormulated 





. e I e I sJ.n 1 -cos , 0 ) ( 11 ) 
(X2)i = Wi ( cos e' cos ¢ 1 1 sin 9 1 cos ¢1 1 -sin ¢ 1 )(12) 
From equations (08), (11) 1 and (12}, the relation of 
the local coordinate rrame to the ground coordinate 
system can be readily shown as: 
(X)' = A (X)n m mn 
where 
sin 9 1 -cos e' 0 
~= cos 6 1 cos ¢' sin 9 1 cos ~I -sin ~I 
sin ~· cos e' sin ~I sin ~· nrl cos p 
Therefore, the unit vector of the first link, say 
Xj, expressed in polar coordinates with respect to its 
local reference rrame can be transformed to that with 
(13) 
respect to the ground coordinate frame by this relation: 
(14) 
In designing a mechanism, usually two vectors are 
previously specified rather than the ground coordinate 
frame. One is related to the input link; the other the 
output link. For this reason, it will be more convenient 
to derine the ground reference frame as below: 
Let x3, one of the ground coordinates, always co-
incide with the speciried vector which is related to the 
output link. For example, the axis of rotation of the 
driven linlt or the dreven linlc itself. x1 is made to 
be parallel to the X~ as defined before. Then X2 is 
established by cross product of x3 and x1 easily. 
By doing that, the azimuthal angle 9 1 of the X) can 
be either 90 or 270 degrees. Therefore the matrix of 
transformation becomes either 
1 0 
Aij = 0 eos ~· 
0 sin ~· 
with the determinat 
or 
1 











-sin {6 1 
cos {6 1 
(15) 
equal to 1, 
(16) 
with the determinant of the transformation equal to -1. 
While in this paper, only the matrix of transforma-
tion with its determinant equal to +1 is considered. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF R-C-R-C-R SPATIAL HECHAUISH 
It is important to discuss R-C-R-C-R spatial mecha-
nism first, because of its basic nature in spatial motions 
and relation to the R-C-C-R spatial mechanism. Figure 2. 
is a diagram of this mechanism. The input link 1 rotates 
about a fixed axis A-A. Linlt 2 is a round rod -vrith the 
first part of it parallel to the axis A-A and connected 
Hith link 1 by a cylindrical pair. The second part is 
bent in a angle equal to the offset angle betHeen the axis 
A-A and the a.."tis B-B about vrhich the output link 4 rotates. 
At this part, a revolute pair is made to join link 3. 
Linlt 4 again is connected Hi th link 3 by a cylindrical 
pair. 
\1.hen the input link 1 is rotating, the output link 
4 may be oscillating or rotating depending on its relative 
position being chosen. It is obvious that the path of 
every point at the second part of linlr 2 is an ellipse. 
Thus the second part of linlr 2 forms an elliptical cylin-
der Hhen the input link 1 makes a complete rotation. 
If tho point of intersection P of the center line of link 
3 and the axis B-B is constructed within this elliptical 
cylinder, the output link 4 will be rotating. Otherwise, 
it will be oscillating about the axis B-B. And the loca-
tion of the axis B-B also affects the speed-ratio between 
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In analyzing this mechanism, the main concept is 
how to choose a suitable coordinate system. Usually the 
known properties for this mechanism are 
a) The ground link Cci. 
b) The radius of the driving link R. 
c) The unit vector of the first part of link 2, s~ or 
the axis A-A. 
d) The second part of link 2, Ssi or the axis B-B. 
The input variable is the orientation of the driving 
link, ri, with its polar and azimuthal angle ~ and e 
respectively in the first local coordinate frame. 
The quantites to be determined are 
a) The length of the first part of link 2, S0 • 
b) The length T and the unit vector ti in terms of its 
polar and azimuthal angle ~~ and a~ respectively 
with respect to the ground reference system. 
The entire mechanism forms a closed-loop. It can 
be expressed by a tensor equation as 
(17) 
Since the input variable r 1 rotates about the axis A-A, 
hence it has one degree of freedom. If the driving link 
and the driven link are perpendicular to their axes of 
rotation. This gives two conditions as 
ris~ = 0 (18) 
and 
siti = 0 (19) 
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Let the ground coordinate rrame be assigned in the 
way described in Chapter III. As previously described, 
the second part or link 2 is always parallel to the 
axis B-B, and the rirst part or link 2 is al't-rays paral-
lel to the axis A-A. Thus the components or si and s~ 
become 
s1 = 1, s2 = s3 = 0 
and 
s~ = O, s~ =sin ¢ 1 , s) =cos¢' 
(20) 
(21) 
Ir the axis A-A is derined by the given polar and 
azimuthal angle ¢' and e' and to be one or the rirst 
local rererence rrame x3. The polar angle ¢ or r 1 
becomes 90 degrees. Then ri can be denoted with respect 
to the ground co ordinate rrame through the transrorma-
tion matrix (15) and the relation (14) as 
r1 = sin ~· cos e, r2 = -cos ¢' cos e, r3 = -sin e (22) 
From the equation (19), we also have 
:m 
t3 = cos ¢ = 0 
or 
'/JJI! = 90° 
Assume Ki = Cc1 + Rr1 , the equation (17) gives 





K3 + S0 s 0 + S 3 - Tt3 = 0 
or 
K1 + Soso 
1lC 
1 - T cos a .= o 
K2 + Soso 
lll 
2 - T sin a = 0 
K3 + S0 s) + s = o 
Solving for S0 , em, and T in those three simultaneous 
equations, we have 
S0 = -(K3 + S)/s) 
em = arc tan (E/F) 
and 
where 
E = K2 - (K3 + S)s~/s) 
F = X:, - (K3 + S)s1/s) 
The kinematic properties can be readily gotten b7 








• • 0 
S0 = -K3Js3 (33) 
a• = <n - E!F>;<~ + F2 > (.34> 
T = (EE + FF)/(~ + F2 )~ (35) 
.. 0 .. 0 S = -K3;s3 (36) 
a• = <Fi- EF>I<E2 + F2 > - 2<Fi _ EF><Ei + F-F>; 
(~ + p2)2 (37) 
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and 
T = (E2 + F2 f~(cE:2 + F2 + EE + FF) (E2 + p2) -
<EE + F.F> 2) <38) 
where 
• ~ = • I -R e sin ~ sin 9 
~ = R e cos ~~ sine 
• • K3 = -R e cos e 
K1 = -R sin ~'(e sine+ e2cos e) 
K2 = R cos ~·ce sine+ 92cos e) 




F = ~ 
• •• Where e and e denote the angular velocity and acceleration 
of the driving link respectively. And a• and a• repre-
sents the angular velocity and acceleration of the driven 
link in the ground coordinate so defined. 
By knowing these properties, the dynrunical charac-
teristics can be easily analyzed. 
The output torque of this mechanism can be obtained 
by the energy method as follows: 
Let TI51 - input torque acting on shaft of link 1 
TF51 = couple produced by the first revolute pair 
due to bearing friction 
TF12 = couple produced by the first cylindrical 
pair duo to bearinB friction 
FF12 = friction force due to the slidinB motion 
of liruc 2 in the first cylindrical pair 
TF23 = couple produced by the second revolute pair 
due to bearing friction 
FF34 = friction force due to the slidinG motion of 
lirut 3 in the second cylindrical pair 
TF45 = couple produced by the third revolute pair 
due to bearing friction 
T0~-.5 = output torque from shaft of lirllc 4 
Since the input poHer must bo equal to tho sum of the 
output pm·Ter and tho poHer dissipated by heat due to 
friction, hence we have 
. ·~ (TI51 - TF51 )6 = (TF12 + TF23 + TFL~5 + T0~.5)e· 
+ ( FP1 2 ) I 3 ° I + ( FF 3L~) I T I 
'·lhere I s· 0 I and I T. I • are absolute values formulated in 
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equations (33) and (35) respectively. This may be Hritten 
as 
= I TI51 - TFC::1 ) _j_- FF•J21 sol - PF3.1' IT I_ TF12 - TF23 \ --- e!Jl em. -t- e·[!l 
- TFLt.5 (39) 
A nearly smooth tra..'1.smission can be obtained for 
this mechanism, if the axis B-B and the axis A-A are 
on the same plane. 
The condition for two axes on the srume plane is 
el'l. = 270°. \fu.en the driving link and the dri van link 
are at their starting positions, they should both be 
parallel to the X1 or X~ coordinate, i.e., 6 =em= O, 
equations (27), (28), and (29) can be rewritten as 
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R- T = 0 




c cos ¢· + S0 cos ¢ 1 - s = 0 <42> 
Equation (40) just indicates that the input link 
and the output link are equal in length at this moment. 
To eliminate S0 from equations (41) and (42) gives 
a critical condition for S, 
S = C(sin ¢~ cos ¢ 1/sin ¢ 1 - cos ¢ ) 
If sin ¢xis made equal to ~sin ¢ 1 , then 
¢m = 180° - ~· (for 0° ~ ¢•~ 180°) 
this gives S = 0 in equation (43). It means that the 
point P is also located on the A-A axis. 
Numerical Example: 
Given a R-C-R-C-R spatial mechanism for which 
(43) 
. C = 2. 5", R = 1 11 , and ~' = 150°. Assume the couple due 
to friction by each bearing connection of the revolute 
parts be 0.01 in-lb and the friction force due to 
sliding in each cylindrical pair be 0.03 lb. For a con-
stant input rotating speed of 10 rad/sec and input 
torque of 1 in-lb, the pair variables are plotted 
through computer program .shown in Appendix I. Output 
angle, output angular velocity and acceleration, and 
output torque are shown in figure 3. to figure 6. 
respectively. 1'he other variables are shm-r in figure 
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DESIGN OF R-C-C-R SPATIAL HECHANISM 
A. Construction of R-C-C-R Spatial Mechani~ 
In reality, R-C-C-R spatial mechanism is a combina-
tion for.m of two symmetrical R-C-R-C-R spatial mechanisms 
discussed in Chapter IV. Due to their symmetry, the 
first parts of link 2 of two R-0-R-C-R mechanisms can be 
connected directly as shown in Figure 7. The input shaft 
and the output shaft are on the same plane, intersecting 
at a skew angle and separated by a distance C whic~ forms 
the ground linlt in this mechanism. Two cylinders are 
installed on the top of the driving crank and the driven 
crank of equal length. Their center lines are parallel 
to their shafts respectively. A round connecting rod 
is bent in an angle which is equal to the skew angle of 
the shafts intersection and inserted into two cylinders. 
Thus a complete R-C-C-R mechanism with symmetry is con-
structed. 
B. Derivation of the Governing Equations 
According to Gruebler 1s criterion of movability, 
R-C-C-R spatial mechanism should be of zero degrees of 
freedom and not movable. But actually its degree of 
freedom is one. The exception is due to the fact that 
the center lines of two cylinders are intersected 
exactly in the srume angle as the shafts offsetted. 
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The closed-loop vector equation used here is 
Cc1 + Rri + Ssi + S'si - Tti = 0 (L,4) 
i~ the direction o~ the vectors are so de~ined in 
Figure 7. The components of each vector in ter.ms ot 
their polar and azimuthal angles with respect to the 
output coordinate system are: 
c1 : {sin ~x cos a~, sin ~m sin ex, cos 0•) 
ri : Aij r 3(cos e1, sin e1, O) 
where Aij is the matrix of transformation ~or the 
input coordinate system and r j is in ter.ms of the 
input coordinate system. 
s1 : (sin ~ cos tf, sin ji sin £1, cos r) 
si : (sin ~I'cos ex', sin ~n'sin 6'', cos ~I') 
and 
ti : (cos e0 , sin e0 , 0) 
where e1 indicatea,the input angle and e0 indicates the 
output angle with respect to the input coordinate system 
and output coordinate system respective17. _ 
Let x3 1 one of the ground coordinate s7stem, be 
coincided with the driven shaft and x) be coincided with 
the driving shaft. Let l be the bending angle of link 
2. By making ~' = 180 - r, the matrix 0~ trans~ormation 
shown in equation (15) can be written for the input coor-
dinate system as 
1 







-sin r <45) 
-cos r 
Due to the symmetry and the coordinate relation so 
defined, this mechanism has several properties as follows: 
a) ~m, the polar angle of the ground link Cc1 , equals 
180 ~· y 
-2, or 90 +2• 
b) em 
' 
the azimuthal angle of Cc1, equals 270 degrees. 
It is because two shafts are on the same plane. 
c) T is equal to R. 
d) s' is equal to s. 
e) si is the same I as x3. 
£) s! 
l. is the same as x3. 
Thus the components o£ each vector can be explicitly 
expressed as the £ollowing: 
ci : (0, cos-f 1 -sin~ 
ri • (cos ei' -cosy sin e1 • 
si • (0, sinY, -cos r) • 
s' • (O, o, 1) i • 
and 
ti : (cos e0 , sin e0 ,· 0) 
' 
sinY sin e1 ) 
Then the closed-loop equation (44) can be expanded into 
three simultaneous equations 
R cos ei - R cos e0 = 0 (46) 
c 
y 
cos 2 - R cosy sin e1 s sin r - R sin e0 = 0 (47) 
-C • y SJ.n2- R sin t sin e1 - s cos r - s = 0 (48) 
Equation (46), clearly indicates that the input angle 
and the output angle are equal. This fact confirms 
that the mechanism is able to connect the input shaft 
and the output shaft at a one-to-one speed ratio. Now 
replacing ai and 9° by a in the equations (47) and (48), 
an identical result is obtained and can be written as 
s = (C/2 sin ~) - R sin e cot I (49) 
Equation (49) expresses the sliding length of connecting 
rod as a function of the bending angle Y, the rotating 
angle 9, and length of the driving or ari van link R and 
the length C of the ground link. 
When e = 270°, sis at the shortest position. 
can be calculated according to 
0 y) y smin = (2 - R cos 2 /sin 2 (,50) . 
and when e = 90°' wher·e s is at the longest position, smax 
can be calculated according to 
smax = £f + R cos ~)/sin i (,51) 
The sliding displacement D of the sliding pair is the 
distance between the two extreme positions of Smax and 
smin 
. T 
D = smax - smin = 2R cot 2 (,52) 
Table II is the computer tabulated Smin in ter.ma of 
C at the various bending angles and the R/C ratios. 
C. Example for the Design Procedures 
Figure 8. shows a pictorial model of the mechanism. 
TABLE II 
MINIMUN S IN TERMS OF C 
GAMMA R=0.,50C R=0.4.5C R=0.40C R=0.3.5C R=0.30C R=0.2.5C R=0.20C R=0.1.5C R=0.10C R=0.0.5C 
30.0 0.06.583 0.2521.~3 0.43903 0.62.563 0.812~ 0.99884 1.18544 1. 37204 1 • .5.5865 1.74.52.5 
35.0 0.07696 0.23.554 0.39412 0 • .5.5270 0.7112 0.86986 1.02844 1.18702 1. 34.560 1 • .50418 
40.0 0.08816 0.22554 o. 36291 0.50029 0.63766 0.77.503 o. 91241 1 .04978 1.1871.5 1.324.53 
4.5.0 0.09946 0.22017 0.34088 0.461.59 0 • .58230 o. 70301 0.82372 0.9441+3 1.06.514 1.18.58.5 
so.o 0.1108.5 0.21807 0.32530 0.43252 o.5397.5 0.64697 0.7.5~0 0.861~ 0.9686.5 1.07.588 
55.0 0.1223.5 0.21840 0.3144.5 0.41050 o.5o655 0.602.59 0.69 64 0.794 9 0.89074 0.98679 
60.0 0.13397 0.220.58 0.30718 0.39378 0.45038 0.56699 0.65359 0.74019 0.82680 0.91340 
65.0 0.14.574 0.22422 0.30271 o. 38119 0.45967 0 • .53816 0.61664 0.69513 o. 77361 0.8.5210 
70.0 0.1576.5 0.22906 0.30046 0.37187 0.44328 0 • .51469 0.,58609 0.6.5750 o. 72891 0.80032 
7.5.0 0.16973 0.23489 0.30005 o. 36521 0.43037 0.49.553 0 • .56069 0.62586 0.69102 0.7.5618 
8o.o 0.18199 0.24157 0.30116 0.36075 0.42034 0.47992 0.539.51 0.59910 0.6.5869 0.71827 
85.0 0. 1 9~tltlt- 0.24900 0.30357 0.35814 0.41270 0 .1.~6727 0 • .52183 0 • .57640 0.63096 0.685.53 
90.0 0.20711 0.25711 0.30711 o. 35711 0.40711 0.45711 0 • .50711 0 • .5.5711 0.60711 0.65711 
9.5.0 0.22001 0.26.582 0.3116t 0.3.5745 0.40327 0.44909 0.49490 0.54072 0.58654 0.63235 
1 oo.o 0.23315 0.27511 0.3170 0.35902 0.40097 0.44293 0.48~88 o.5268L~ 0 • .56879 0.61075 
105.0 0.~657 0.28494 0.32331 0.36167 0.40004 0.43840 0.47 77 o.5151t 0.55350 0 • .59187 
11 o.o 0.2 028 0.29529 0.33030 0.36531 0.40033 0.4353~ 0.47035 o.5053 0 • .54037 0 • .57538 
115.0 0.27~31 0.30616 0.33802 0.36987 0.40172 0.433.5 0.465~3 0.49728 0.52914 0.56099 
120.0 0.28 68 0.317.54 o. 34641 0.37528 0.40415 0.43301 0.461 8 0.49075 0 • .51962 o.548t8 
12.5.0 0.30341 0.329~ 0.35.546 0.38149 0.407.52 0.433.5.5 0.459.58 0.48.561 0 • .51163 0.531 6 
130.0 0.31853 0.341 5 0.36.517 0.38848 0.41180 0.43.511 0.4.5843 o.4817t 0 • .50506 0 • .52837 
135.0 0.33409 0.3.5~80 o. 37.5.51 0.39622 0.41693 0.43764 0.4583.5 0.4790 0.49977 0.520~9 
140.0 0.3.5010 0.36 30 0.38650 0.40470 0.42290 0 • 41+ 11 0 0 • ~~.59 2 9 0.47749 0.49.569 0.513 9 
14.5.0 o. 36661 0.38238 o.~981t 0.41391 0.42967 0.41~.5~ 0.46120 0.47697 0.49273 0 • .508.50 150.0 0.38366 0.39706 o. 104 0.42386 0.43725 0.4.50 5 0.4640.5 0.477~.5 0.49084 0 • .504~ 
1.5.5.0 0.40129 0.41238 0.42346 0.4~.55 0.41.~.563 0.4.5672 0.46780 0.478 9 0.48997 0.5010 
160.0 0.4195.5 0~42837 0.43718 0.44 00 0.4.5482 0.46363 0.4724.5 0.48126 0.49008 0.49890 
165.0 0.43849 o.~1;.5o7 0.4.5165 0.4.5824 0.46482 0.47140 0.47798 0.48~.57 0.4911.5 0.49773 
170.0 0.4.5817 0. 4 2.5l.l. 0.46691 0.47129 0.47.566 0.4800t 0.48441 0.1.~8 79 0.49~16 0.49~.5~ 
175.0 0.47865 0.48083 0.48301 0.48519 0.48738 0.4895 0.49170 0.49393 0.49 11 0.49 2 
180.0 0.,50000 o.soooo o.soooo o.soooo 0.,50000 0.50000 0 • .50000 o.soooo 0 • .50000 0 • .50000 +=" VJ 
Figure 8. Model or R-C-C-R spatial mechanism 
This model will be able to transmit motion at a right 
angle. The design procedures are according to the 
following steps: 
a) To measure the length of the ground link C, say 2". 
b) To decide the length R of the driving or driven 
crank, say 1 11 • 
c) To evaluate the ratio R/C = .5. 
d) To measure the ru1gle of the shafts intersection, or 
the bending angle of the connecting rod , say 90°. 
e) To use the table II, the minimum length of the con-
necting rod smin = .20711 2" = .41422". 
f) To use the equation (52), the sliding displacement 
D = 211 is found, thus the length of the connecting 





The simple construction of the R-C-C-R spatial mecha-
nimm makes it very attractive. In designing such a device, 
it is preferable to have an even number of the connecting 
links symmetrically arranged. In this manner dynamic 
stability is assured and smooth transmission is maintained. 
Figure 8. shows a model of this mechanism Hhich has six 
individual connecting links arranged at 60° intervals. 
Figure 9. shous a modified R-C-C-R mechanism, namely 
R-C-R-~ mechanism. The bend in the connecting link is 
accomplished by a hinge joint. Thus, it may be used to 
couple shafts of varying intersection angles. Furthermore, 
this construction avoids the manufacturing difficulties 
of bending the connecting link to the required tolerance. 
The R-C-R-C-R mechanism offers merit over Hook's 
-
joints and bevel gears for the purpose of indirect trans-
mission, because the tranmnission torque is not dependent 
on the rotating angle as Hook's joints and is evenly dis-
tributed on the connecting links instead of overloading 
a single gear tooth pair of the bevel gears. 
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R-S-S-P SPATIAL MECHANISM 
Unlm.owns: I, andT 
Inputs: x-i 
Constants: C, c1, R, s, and ti 
Loop Equation: Cc1 + Rr1 + ss1 + Tti = 0 
Let K. = Cc. + Rr., thus l. l. l. 
K1 + Ss1 + Tti = 0 
It the ground coordinate trame is chosen in such a way 
m 
that makes x3 = t3, i.e., ~ = o, thus 
t1 = t2 = o, tJ = 1 
and equation (A-1 ) becomes 
~ + s ll I sin ~ cos e = 0 
~.+ s sin ~Tl. sin eJ. = 0 
KJ + S cos ~lL + T = 0 















ll sin~ = -----
n ± ( s2 - ~~ + ~ >) ~ 
&: cos ~ = ---------
s s 
or 
nrll { P = arc cos 

















Substituting equation (A-6} into equation (A-4) we have 
T = -KJ ± (s2 - (Kf + I~} !~) (A-7} 
Note: The "+" and 11 - 11 signs in equation {A-7} mean 
there are tHo 1rrays to be chosen for the linkage. 
The selection is arbitrary. It depends on vJhich 
is more suitable to the design requirement. 
Figure A. shows the positive sign has been chosen. 
APPENDIX B 
R-S-C-C SPATIAL MECHANISM 
Unlmowns : S, ~, au , and T 
Input: ri 
Constants: C, ci, R, and ti 
Constraint Equation: siti = P 
Loop Equation: Cc1 + Rri + ss1 + Tti = 0 
Let K1 = Cc1 + Rr1 , the loop equation becomes 
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Ki + Ss1 + Tti = 0 · (B-1) 
Multiplying equation (B-1) by ti, we have 
Substituting this into equation (B-1 ) and expand 
x; + s sin rJ1 cos a1 - (Kiti + P8)t1 = o 
1<2 + 8 sin (J1 sin e1 - (K1 t 1 + PS)t2 = o 
I K3 + 8 cos (J - (Kiti + PS)t3 = 0 
I1' the ground coordinate 1'rame is chosen in such a wa::r 
that gives 
t 1 = t 2 = o, and t 3 = 1 
From the constraint equation we have 
s = p = cos tJ1 3 . 
or (J1 = arc cos (P) = arc sin ~1 - P2 )~) 
Thus equation (B-3) and (B-4) becomes 
x:, + s(1 - P2 )~ cos eli = o 





























~ .,... t:kt 
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][ Solving for e , and s, we have 
~ I = arc tan ( - ) (B-8) 
K, 
~+~ 
s = '( )~ 
1 - p2 
{B-9) 







R-S-C-P SPATIAL MECHANISM 
0 s , and si 
Constraint Equation: 
c, ci, R, 
0 
sisi = P 
siti a Q 
Loop Equation: 
Let Ki = cc1 + Rr1 , the closed-loop equation becomes 




Multiplying equation (C-1) by si and :t:rom the constraint 
we have 
0 Kisi + S P + S + ~ siti = 0 
or 
S = -(Kisi + gOp + ~Q) (C-2) 
Substituting equation (C-2) into equation (C-1) 
0 0 0 . Ki + S s1 - (Kisi + S f + TQ)si + Tti = 0 (C-3) 
If we choose the ground coordinate frame in such a way 
that makes . s1 = s2 = o, s3 = 1 and let x1 be perpendi-
ll 0 
cular to ti, i.e., e = 270 • 
Then from equation (C-0), we get 
ti = o, t 2 = -(1 - Q2 )~, and t 3 ·= Q 
Thus equation (C-3) can be expanded as 











li 1C ~ K2 + S0 sin ~0 sin 9° • T(1 - Q2 ) = 0 
ll 
S0 (cos ~0 - P) = 0 
Equation (C-6) gives 
I 
s) = cos ~0 = P 
OI' ]£ ~0 =arc cos (P) =arc sin~1 - P2 )~) 
Substituting this into equation {C-4) and solving tor 
li' eo , 
ox ( ~ ) 6 = arc cos - L 
S0 (1 - P2 )"2 
From equation (C-5), we have 







To get a rational solution trom equation {C-8), we know 
the ~ollowing condition must be tultilled, 
lcc1 + Rr11 
so~---~-




H-C-C-C SPATIAL MECHANISM 
60 
Input: 
s' T' I, em and D 
l[l 
9 o~ si in local coordinate system 
Constants : C, ci, r 1, P, Q, h, and di 
Constraint Equations: tidi = Q 
Loop Equation: 




s.t. = P 
J. J. 
siti = L 
Ccl.. + Rr. + Ss. + Tt. + Dd. = 0 J. J. J. J. 
ll' e o~ a1 is related with R by 
where h is the pitch of the screw, so R can be readily 
found. 
(D-1) 
Choosing the gorund coordinate syst~ with d3 to coincide 
with x3, i.e., d1 = d2 = o, and d3 = 1. 
From the constraint equation we have 
or 
:m 
tidi = d3 = cos ~ = Q 
~m = arc cos (Q) = arc sin (<1 - Q2 >~) 
Multiplying the loop equation by ~ijkdjsk and let 
K. = Cc. + Rr1 then J. J. 
~ijkdjsk(Ki + Tt1 ) = 0 
Since ~ = d2 = 0, and d3 = 1 














~.3ksk{K. + Tt.) = 0 ]. ]. ]. 
From the dei'ini tion or ~ijk we lm.ow equation {D-4) can 
be expanded as 




s1 ~ + T(1 - Q2 l!r. sin l) = s 2 (~ + T(1 - Q2 )!r. cos em] 
Solving for T, we have 
Similarly from the constraint s1t 1 = P we get 
s3Q - P 
:m • m 
s1 cos e + s2 s~n e + (1 - Q2)~ = 0 
Solving for erJ. 
{D-5) 
{D-6) 
The loop equation can be expanded into three simul tane-
ous equations as 
ll 'Dl {D-8) ~ + ss1 + T cos e sin~ = 0 
~ + ss2 + T sin em sin ¢11. = 0 (D-9) 
K3 
11 
+ Ss3 + T cos ~ + D = 0 {D-1 0) 
Now substituting T from equation {D-5) into equation 






And equation (D-10) gives, 
( K., + Tt1 D = - K) - s 3 + 
s1 
(s2K., - s1 ~ )Q ] 
(s1 sin em. - s2cos em) (1-Q2 )~ 
(D-12) 
while 
t1 = cos emsin ~-~ t2 = sin emsin ?, and t3 = cos ~ll 
APPENDIX E 
P-C-S-C SPATIAL MECHANISM 
Unlmowns: o li n s , ¢ , e , and T 
Input: R 
Constants: 0 C, ci, ri' si, s, and ti 
Constraint Equation: siti = Q 
Loop Equation: 0 0 Cci + Rri + S si + Ssi + Tti = 0 
Let Ki = Cci+ Rri and the ground coordinate system be 
][ 
assigned that gives t 3 = 1, i.e., ¢ = 0, therefore 
t1 = t2 = 0 
and loop equation in this case becomes 
0 0 Ki + S si + Ssi + Tti = 0 
From the constraint equation we have 




¢1 = are cos (Q) = are sin ~1 - Q2)~ (E-2) 
Multiplying equation (E-1 ) by t 1 and through equation 
(E-2) we get 
Kiti + S0s~ti + QS + T = 0 
or 
T = -(K3 + S0s~ + QS) (E-3) 
Substituting this into equation (E-1 ) and expanding 
Jt, + S0s~ + S(1 - Q2 )~cos 91! = 0 (E-4) 
K2 + S0s~ + S(1 - Q2 )~sin e1 = 0 (E-5) 
KJ + S0 s) + QS - K3 - S0s~ - QS = 0 (E-6) 











The minus sign before the square root in equation (E-8) 
is left out to insure a rational solution, and the fol-
lowing condition ~t also be met, that is 
(s~2 + s~2 >s2 (1 - Q) - s~2~ - s~2~ ~ 0 
or s~2~- s~2~ 
s2 ~ (s~2 + s~2 )(1 - Q) (E-9) 
Knowing S0 from equation (E-8), the values of T, and 911. 
can be readily gotten by substituting it into equations 






R-C-S-C-R SPATIAL MECHANISM 
JI l[ m • S, ~ , e , T, f2j , and 9 
C, ci' R 
67 
sj is a vector with the given polar angle 





and the azimuthal angle e o:t ri, 
= e +o<, while sj is the unit 
vector of second link ss1 referring to 
the input coordinate system. Where c:< is 
a given angle. 
Loop Equation: Cci + Rr1 + ss1 - Tti = 0 
Similarly we assume K1 - Cci + Rr1 
From the constraint, sj can be transfor.med to the ground 
to the ground coordinate fr~e through the transfor.mation 
matrix (15), that is 




= A11 sin ~ cos a 
J[o riO nO 




s 2 = A21 sLn f2j cos e 
no lfo llo 
+ A22sin flJ sin e + A23cos flJ 
10 
{F-2) 
0 10 . 0 0 ,o 




= arc cos (s3) {F-4) 
68 Q 
1 G) a a1 orl 
X 






















e = arc tan ( - ) 
s1 
It the third link rotates about one o~ the axes ot the 
ground coordinate trwme, say x3, and normal to x3 then 
I= 90° 
Thus loop equation becomes 
JC, + Ss1 - T cos e71 = 0 
K2 + ss2 - T sin em = o 
KJ + SsJ = 0 
















1l 1I s, 0 , a , and ! 
R 
O, ci, ri, ti, and P 
.siti = P 
Oci + Rri + Ssi + Tti = 0 
Mul.tiplying the loop equation by ti, we have 
Ociti + Rriti + PS + T = 0 
or 
If K1 = Cci + Rri' the loop equation then becomes 
K, + s sin rl- cos 91 - (B + PS)t1 = 0 
K2 + s sin vl· sin fl - (B + PS)t2 = 0 
K3 + s cos (Jl! - (B + PS)t3 = 0 
where B = ~t1 
Choosing the ground coordinate frame such that t 3 = 1, 
i.e., ¢• = 0, therefore 
t1 = t2 = 0 
The constraint equation gives 







tJ1 = arc cos (P) = arc sin (<1 - P2 >~) (G-5) 
And the equation (G-2) and (G-3) are simplified to be 









K2 + 3(1 - P2 )~ sin e1 = o 
Solving for e1 and S in equation (G-6) and (G-7), we 
have 
e1 = arc tan (~/It,) 
s = (<~ + ~)/(1 - p2>)~ 
Thus 











R-R-C-C-R SPATIAL MECHANISM 
si is always parallel to the axis of 
rotation of the output link 
s1t 1 = 0 
Loop Equation: Cci + Rri + S0s~ + ss1 - Tt1 = 0 
73 
(H-1) 
Let Ki = Cc1 + Rri + 8°s~, then the loop equation becomes 
(H-2) 
In this case, the ground coordinate frame is chosen such 
that s3 = 1, i.e., ~~ = 0, thus 
81 = 82 = 0 
Through the constraint equation {H-1), we have 
t 3 = cos ~ = 0, i.e., ~- = 90° (H-3) 
Therefore the equation (H-2) can be expanded as 
~ - T cos em = o (H-4) 
~ - T sin em = o (H-5) 
(H-6) 
From these three equations, we can solve for 1-, T, and 
s, that is 
em = arc tan ( ~~~ ) 
T = (~ + ~)~ 











74 I 1 0 ; ';I orf .p cd Pt • ~ I 0 I 0 I ~ ~ •'· ·.· • r-.... G) a orf ~ 
The second-order kinematic properties can be readily 
gotten by differentiating the equations {H-7), (H-8), 
and (H-9) as 
em = <K,~ - K2K1 )/(~ + ~) 
T = (I~I~ + I~i~)/(~ +I~)~ 
• • 
S = -K3 
and 
•• • • • • • • 
··Jil K1 K2 - ~Ki 2(JC, K2 - K2K1) <K, ~ + ~~) 
e = ~ + ~ 
.. if + ~ + ~ ~ + ~K2 
T = (~ + I~)~ 
t I e • 
S = -K3 
<Kf + ~)2 
<~ic, + K2~)2 











Fortran Variable Nrumes 
The following is a list or the important variables 
of the program and what they represent. 




components of the direction vector of 
the driving link with respect to the 
input coordinate system 
- matrix of transformation for the input 
coordinate syst~ 
-- components of the direction vector or 
-
the ground link 
input angle, e, or azimuthal angle or 
the driving link with respect to the 
input coordinate system 
5} CITAO -- azimuthal angle of the unit vector of 
t the input shaft, e 
6) CITA3 azimuthal angle of the direction vector 
of the driven link, e• 
7) CITA4 azimuthal angle or the ground link, e'It 
• 8) DCITA - angular velocity of the driving link, e 
9) DCITA3 output angular velocity 
10) D003 -- output angular acceleration 
77 
•• 
11) DDCITA angular acceleration the driving link, e 
12) DDSO sliding acceleration of the first part 
of link 2 
13) DDT sliding acceleration of link 3 

















sliding velocity of link 3 
friction force due to the sliding mo-
tion of link 2 in the first cylindri-
cal pair 
friction force due to the sliding mo-
tion of link 3 in the second cylindri-
cal pair 
components of the direction vector ot 
Ki 
polar angle of the input shaft, ¥' 1 
polar angle of the ground link, ,P 
length of link 1 or the driving link 
components of the direction vector ot 
the driving link with respect to the 
ground coordinate sys tam 
length of the second part of link 2 
length of the first part of link 2 
components of the direction vector of 
the first part of link 2 
length of link 3 
couple produced by the first cylindri-
cal pair due to bearing friction 
couple produced by the second revolute 
pair due to bearing friction 
couple produced by the third revolute 
pair due to bearing friction 
78 
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30) TF51 couple produced by the first revolute 
pair due to bearing friction 
31) THAT A input angle, e 
32) TI51 input torque acting on shai't or link 1 
33) T045 output torque from shaft ot link 4 














































c MFC:S490H HSEI Kt\0-CHifl\l R-C:-R-C-R SPATIAL MECHANISM ()I MENS I ON A I ( 3) , f3 ( 3, 1) , C I ( 3) , G I C 1 R 1 J , R I ( 181 ) , THAT A ( 18 1 ) , SO ( 18 l) , T ( 
11 P 1 ) , C I T A 1 f 1 P 1 l , S 0 I ( 181 ) , S I ( 3) , DC T T A 3 (l A l l , D S 0 ( 1 R l ) , D T ( 18 1 ) , DDC 3 ( 1 




























SCI ( 1 J=SI\IP:)*C:SCO 
SCTf2J=SNPC*SNCO 




P ( 2, 1) =C: SC O*C SP 0 
AP,?J=SNCO*CSPO 
R ( 2 , 1 ) =- S ~J P 0 





























































no 3 T=l,lA1 
THATA( I )=2.*( T-U 






DO 2 J=1,3 
SUM=O. 
nn 1 K=l,3 
1 SUM=SUM+AT(KJ*B(K,J) 
RJ(J)-=Stl'-1 
2 G I ( J ) = C *C I ( J ) +R *R I ( J ) 
S0C Il=-CGIC3l+SJ/S01(3) 
G 1 = G I { 1 l + S 0 ( I ) *SO I ( 1 l 




51 TFCG?l 53,56,52 
52 C IT A 3 ( I l-= 18 0. -C ITA~ ( I ) 
GO TQ '56 
53 C I T A 3 ( I J = 1 8 0 • +C I T A 3 ( I ) 
GO Fl 56 
54 IFCG2J 55,56,56 













oor.r ( 1 l-=E*r>GT ( 1 J-F*( SNCO*CSC+CSCC*CSPO*SNCJ 
ODGI(?)=F*OGI(2l+F*CCSCO*CSC-SNCO*CSPO*SNCJ 
nnGI(3)=E*DGI(3J+F*S~PO*SNC 
n S 0 ( T l =- D G I ( 3 ) I SOT ( 3) 
OGl=OGt( ll+DSO( Il*SOI ( ll 
DG2=r>GJ(2)+0S0( Il*SOT(?.) 
OCJTA3(I)=(Gl*OG2-G2*DG1)/T(Il**2 

































A1=0T( I I*TI { 1 )+T( I )*nTI ( 1) 
A:?=DTCI l*TI(2)+T{ Il*r1TIC21 
A~=O. 
0Q(J)=SQRTCA1*A1+A2*A2+A3*A3) 
ODS('( I l=-f)r:lGI ( 3)/SOT ( 31 
OOGl=OOGI( 1 l+ODSO( I l*SOI ( 1) 
0 D G? = D 0 G I ( 2 ) + n D 50 ( T ) * S 0 I C ? I 
ODC3(l)=(Gl*~DG2-G?*)0~1)/TCII**2-2.*DCITA3(1l*DT(IJ/T(I) 
OOTCI I=(DG1**2+DG2**2+Gl*nDG1+G2*0DG2-0TCil**2l/TCIJ 
DDT I ( 1 l=-CC3*DC ITA3( I 1**2-SC3*f1DC3( I I 
DOT!( 2)=-SC3*f1C ITA1( I 1**2+CC1*0DC3( I) 
OflTIC3l=O. 
A A 1 = D 0 T C I ) * T I ( 1 l + T ( I J *f) D T I ( l I + 2 • *D T ( I ) * 0 T I ( 1 ) 





3 WRITEC3,?22) THATACil,CITA3(TI,OCITA3Cil,ODC3(1J,T045(1J,OQ(I),ODQ 
5 ( T J 
111 FnP~AT(lOX,•P.JPUT ANGLF',3X,'OUTPUT ANGLE 1 ,3X, 1 0UTPliT ANG. VEL.',4 
3X,'IlUTPI.JT ANG. ACCE. 1 ,4X,'OUTPUT TORQUF. 1 ,4X,•VEL. OF Q',4X,•ACCE. 
6(lF 0 1 ,////) 
222 FnP~ATC12X,F5.1,6(7X,Fl0.5)) 
3 3 3 F n R ~A T ( 1 H l , 40 X , ' PH A 0 = ' , F 1 0. 5 , II I ) 










OP SOl-L~ VAlUA.BL:GS OF 





































0 45 90 135 180 225 
INPUT ANGLE { degree ) 
Figure 18. Length of link 3 versus e 





























CONSTANT INPUT ANGULAR VELOCITY = 10 ( rad/sec ) 
90 13.5 180 . 22.5 270 
INPUT ANGLE ( degree ) 

















CONSTAl~ INPUT ANGUk\R VELOCITY= 10 ( rad/sec ) 

















til 0 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 360 
INPUT ANGLE ( degree ) 





















0 45 90 13.5 180 22.5 
INPUT ANGLE { degree ) 
Figure 21. Length of SO versus e 


















CONSTANT INPUT ANGULAH VELOCITY = 10 ( rad./sec ) 
O.OOJ-------------~----------------------------~------------_j 






-5.11 r 1 I 1 , • I I • 
-6. 00 0 45 90 1 35 1 80 225 210 315 360 
INPUT ANGLE ( degree ) 
Figure 22. Sliding velocity o£ SO versus 9 ():) ():) 



































0 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 360 
INPUT ANGLE { degree ) 
Figure 23. Sliding acceleration of SO versus e I (X) 
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